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Introduction 

This is an ongoing column with NonStop NET/MASTER tips and techniques.  Each column is also 
accessible from http://www.greshamsoftwarelabs.com.au/ (Gresham Software Labs). Please send all 
comments and suggestions to John New at jnew@greshamsoftwarelabs.com.au.  
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Controlling Loops in NCL Processes 

This article is written for NCL programmers who want to understand how to control loops in NCL 
processes, in particular how to prevent an NCL process from falling into an infinite loop. 

The article discusses the effects of uncontrolled looping.  It briefly describes statements used to control 
execution flow within an NCL procedure.  It discusses the use of verbs that are used to read message 
flows within a NonStop NET/MASTER system.  Finally, it explains how to use the &SYS.LOOPCTL 
system variable to prevent uncontrolled looping. 

The Effects of Uncontrolled Looping 

By default, the NCL environment is protected from uncontrolled looping.  However, you can override this 
protection. 

If you override loop protection, an NCL process that starts looping uncontrollably can affect your 
Tandem computer system.  The NonStop NET/MASTER Guardian process in which the NCL process is 
executing may also fall into an infinite loop.  If so, the Guardian process becomes CPU bound with no 
I/O.  To avoid causing disruption to other applications running on your Tandem system, the NonStop 
Kernel operating system progressively lowers the priority of the looping Guardian process. 

The NonStop NET/MASTER SHOW NCL command provides information about NCL processes.  
Repeatedly entering the command from the Operator Control Services (OCS) command input line can 
help you to determine whether an NCL process is looping uncontrollably.  A likely contender is an NCL 
process that executes the same sequence of statements while consuming more and more processing 
units (P-UNITs). 

If you suspect that an NCL process is looping uncontrollably, you can terminate it by using the FLUSH 
command from OCS.  You do not need to terminate the Guardian process in which the NCL process is 
executing.  After the NCL process stops, the priority of the Guardian process can be increased to its 
initial execution priority. 

You may wish to examine the NCL code of the NCL procedure to determine the cause of the looping 
problem before you execute it again. 

Statements Used To Control Execution Flow 

Controlling execution flow means controlling the execution order of the statements in an NCL procedure.  
Two statements commonly used to control execution flow are DO and GOSUB. 

The DO statement is used for repetitive processing.  It executes a group of statements once (a DO 
group) or more (a DO loop).  Forms of the DO statement include the following: 

DO followed by a constant expression—the statements are executed once or a specific number of times 

DO followed by a variable expression—the value of the expression controls the number of times the 
statements are executed 

DO WHILE—the statements are executed while an expression is true 

DO UNTIL—the statements are executed until an expression is false 

DO FOREVER—the statements are (theoretically) executed forever (in practice, you can control the 
number of times the statements are executed) 

The GOSUB statement is used to branch to and execute the group of statements in a subroutine.  The 
last statement of a subroutine is RETSUB, which returns control to the statement following the initiating 
GOSUB. 

Any NCL procedure can include DO and GOSUB statements.  Therefore, if you disable loop protection, 
any NCL procedure is susceptible to uncontrolled looping or branching. 

Long-Running Looping NCL Processes 

Typical long-running looping NCL processes are those used to handle message flows.  These include 
CNM messages, EMS messages, messages destined for the activity log, messages destined for 
operator terminals, and internal messages.  These NCL processes may handle thousands of messages 
while NonStop NET/MASTER is running. 

This type of NCL procedure is written as a closed loop to ensure that no messages are missed and that 
critical messages are always intercepted.  The NCL procedure usually includes a DO FOREVER 
statement.  The DO loop is designed to wait for a message, read the message when it becomes 



available, process the message, then begin the loop again.  The verbs used to read messages (the five 
READ verbs) are CNMREAD, EMSREAD, INTREAD, LOGREAD, and MSGREAD. 

The following code segment shows a closed loop: 

DO FOREVER 

   EMSREAD 

   /* process the message *? 

END 

Overriding Loop Protection 

If you intend to override loop protection, you should ensure that the NCL procedures you write are free 
from both coding and logic errors, and you should understand how to use the &SYS.LOOPCTL system 
variable. 

This variable, which is available for use in any NCL procedure, contains the current value of the 
automatic loop control counter.  You can use the variable to control the number of times a DO loop is 
executed and a GOSUB statement branches to a subroutine.  The five READ verbs also affect 
&SYS.LOOPCTL. 

The default value of &SYS.LOOPCTL is 1000.  Each time a DO loop is executed or a GOSUB branches 
to a subroutine, the value decreases by one.  By default, if the value reaches zero, the NCL process is 
terminated because NCL considers that the NCL process has lost control. 

NCL provides error handlers that you can use to trap the case when &SYS.LOOPCTL reaches zero.  
You can use either the general error handler (called ERROR) or the specific loop control error handler 
(called LOOPING_ERROR).  The following code segment shows how to set the LOOPING_ERROR 
error handler: 

ON LOOPING_ERROR /* action to take if error occurs */ 

By default, whenever a READ verb is executed, the value of &SYS.LOOPCTL is reset to 1000.  This 
helps to ensure that NCL processes with these verbs continue to execute and process messages. 

You can explicitly assign a value to &SYS.LOOPCTL before a loop or branch by using an assignment 
statement.  The following example sets &SYS.LOOPCTL to 100: 

&SYS.LOOPCTL = 100 

Explicitly setting the value of &SYS.LOOPCTL to zero disables loop and branch control checking. 

The five READ verbs reset &SYS.LOOPCTL to 1000 unless you have disabled automatic loop control 
checking by previously setting the value of &SYS.LOOPCTL to zero.  (Note that if you want to set the 
value of &SYS.LOOPCTL to a value smaller or larger than 1000, you must set the variable after 
executing one of these verbs because the verbs reset the value to 1000.)  Usually there is no advantage 
in disabling automatic loop control checking before or after a READ verb is executed. 

Conclusion 

By default, the NCL environment provides an automatic mechanism to protect NCL procedures from 
uncontrolled looping and branching.  You can override this protection by setting the value of 
&SYS.LOOPCTL to zero.  If you intend to override loop protection, you should ensure that the NCL 
procedures you write are free from both coding and logic errors, and you should understand how to use 
the &SYS.LOOPCTL system variable. 


